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INTRODUCTION

Sexuality in India, for a long, has been considered as 
something to be discussed in hushed voices and behind 
closed doors. And if  we talk about female sexuality, it has 
always been an elusive and contentious subject. For several 
decades now there’s been an inherent enigma that surrounds 
female sexuality, manifested in a notion that has led to the 
understanding that women do not want or even need sexual 
gratification. Sexuality post-gynecological cancer treatment is 
important to address as 40%-100% of  gynecological cancer 
patients will experience sexual complaints after treatment.1

The irony is that the two-common cancer in females in 
India are Breast and Cervical cancer are both sexually 

related organs and the taboo associated with sex and sexual 
organ remains the biggest problem.2 Statistics suggest 
that about 527,624 and 1,671,149 new cases of  cervical 
and breast cancers are added every year. To this, India 
contributes about 122,844 cervical cancer and 144,937 
breast cancer cases every year.2

Recent advancement in diagnosis, cancer treatment and 
technique has led to the increasing number of  people 
surviving with cancer and as the survival increases our 
focus needs to shift to the morbidities associated with 
survival.3 The quality of  life of  a survivor has become 
of  utmost importance in the current scenario and it also 
includes the sexual function in females who have won their 
battle with cancer.
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is an unorthodox method which we have explored and found some promising results, in 
overcoming vaginal stenosis and adhesions post pelvic radiation. However, this aspect of 
treatment as well as method needs to explored.
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Most studies indicate that only about 15% of  gynecological 
cancer patients had been briefed on expected sexual 
dysfunction during and after treatment.4 Sexual dysfunction 
is a potential long-term complication of  many cancer 
treatments including surgery, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy.

Radical treatment of  cervical cancer in the form of  both 
surgery as well as radiotherapy results in greater impairment 
of  quality of  life along with both physical and psychological 
effects.5,6 Radiotherapy is one of  the main therapeutic modalities 
in cancer treatment, especially in gynecological cancer.

Sexual dysfunction due to radiotherapy have slightly 
worse sexual outcomes.7 An Indian study suggested sexual 
dysfunction from radiotherapy is mainly due to vaginal 
stenosis.8 Sexual dysfunction from surgery is mainly due 
to the shortened vagina, vaginal dryness, decreased libido. 
However, after radiotherapy, sexual dysfunction is caused by 
vaginal stenosis, leading to dyspareunia, difficulty in orgasm, 
and decreased sexual satisfaction.9 About a third of  women 
suffer from vaginal stenosis after pelvic radiotherapy due 
to altered vaginal epithelium causing sexual dysfunction.10 
Dilation might separate the adhesions formed by the denuded 
epithelium, thus possibly preventing stenosis.11 Three good 
surveys have shown an association between less stenosis and 
greater dilation frequency if  dilation is commenced after the 
completion of  the radiotherapy course.12-14

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients were prescribed an unconventional method 
i.e., vaginal vibrator in place of  routinely used vaginal 
dilator (Figure 1) for correction of  post radiotherapy vaginal 
stenosis in carcinoma cervix patients (Figure 2). Patients were 
advised to start using a vaginal dilator along with initiation of  
sexual activity two weeks after completion of  radiotherapy. 
They were reviewed clinically on their first follow up which 
was three months later to completion of  treatment.

Hereby presenting two cases suffering from sexual 
dysfunction post-treatment and the use of  an unconventional 
treatment method in their management.

A 43 years old lady diagnosed with squamous cell carcinoma, 
FIGO Stage IIb, was taken up for concurrent chemoradiation 
for 5 weeks followed by 3 sessions of  brachytherapy. When 
the patient came for the follow-up after 3 months, her pelvic 
examination was very difficult and painful. Whole-body 
PET-CT reported no evidence of  disease. The patient was 
counseled regarding having frequent intercourse but she 
complained of  having severe dyspareunia, the patient was 
given another option of  vaginal dilation therapy along with 
lubricants but she was having difficulty in vaginal dilation. 

The patient wanted to have normal sexual life and she was 
going through lots of  emotional turmoil. She has negative 
impact of  radiation treatment on her psychological, sexual 
and social life. At last, patient was advised a vaginal vibrator, 
which was an unconventional technique for the treatment 
of  vaginismus and vaginal stenosis. The patient came on 
the next follow-up after 6 months she was able to resume 
her normal sexual life with the help of  a vibrator. Patient 
was asked if  she had any difficulty in using the vibrator and 
frequency of  its use for documentation and future reference. 
As per the patient she could use the vibrator easily and as 
per the prescribed frequency. Her pelvic exam was normal 
and easy this time, no adhesions and stenosis were found.

Another case of  38 years old lady diagnosed with 
squamous cell carcinoma, FIGO Stage IIIa, was treated 
with concurrent chemoradiation for 5 weeks followed by 
3 sessions of  brachytherapy. The patient was explained 
in detail regarding the follow-up and need for a pelvic 
examination. She was counseled for frequent intercourse 

Figure 1: Vaginal dilator of different sizes made up of plastics (Pic 
Courtesy: Hope and Her)

Figure 2: Vaginal Vibrator with different vibrating mode made up of 
silicone (Pic Courtesy: Amazon)
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after radiation to maintain the patency of  the vagina. But 
patient was not sexually active post radiation treatment. She 
was explained regarding the use of  a vaginal dilator. On 
follow-up, after 3 months patient comes with complaints 
that the dilator is very mechanical and painful. On her pelvic 
examination, there was adhesion present, and palpation of  
cervical was difficult, it was difficult to do pap smear test of  
the patient because of  adhesions. The patient underwent CT 
Pelvis which showed no evidence of  disease. This patient 
was also explained regarding the use of  a vaginal vibrator, 
and on the next follow up when she came, she seems to be 
relaxed and happy with the use of  a vibrator, according to 
her it was easy to manipulate in comparison to the dilator 
and it was pleasurable so the patients use it frequently. On 
six months follow up after radiation her pelvic exam was 
normal, per-speculum examination reveals no disease and 
pap smear sampling was easy for the patient this time.

Both the patients were advised to use a vaginal vibrator 
instead of  vaginal dilator as both of  them provided a history 
of  difficulty in using a vaginal dilator. A vibrator advised 
for at least 3 to 4 times a week. Depth of  use and intensity 
were the patient’s-controlled parameters. Patients were 
also prescribed local anesthetic jellies in case of  pain and 
discomfort. Counseling was done regarding the prohibition 
of  sharing the device with another person to maintain strict 
hygiene or can be used with a barrier method. This device 
is suitable for women with any gynecological malignancy 
(carcinoma cervix, carcinoma endometrium) who has 
received radiation treatment either as post-operative or 
upfront. There is no absolute contraindication for its use 
and should be advised after properly educating the patient.

DISCUSSION

Vaginal vibrator is a newer mode of  treatment which needs 
further research and evaluation. We have not found any study 
in which there is a direct comparison of  vibrator and dilator 
was done in case of  cervical stenosis post-radiotherapy, but 
one unpublished data by miles15 that have used vibrator 
instead of  the dilator in case of  vaginal stenosis. There 
was no difference in the outcome but this study had a high 
dropout rate and suffered from recruitment bias.

Benefits of  Vaginal vibrator: There are many benefits of  
the vibrator that make it easier to use in comparison to the 
vaginal dilator. It is more flexible so can be manipulated 
easily, promotes healing of  scar tissue by increasing blood 
supply to the areas, promotes natural vaginal lubrication, 
and is under user control in terms of  depth, speed, and 
intensity. Gentle vibrations help the pelvic muscles to relax, 
like a massage, and stimulate the nerve ending in the clitoris, 
vulva, and vagina creating pleasure.

With the help of  vibrator post pelvic radiation women can 
regain vaginal patency which also helps them in leading 
normal sexual life. Another advantage of  using a vaginal 
vibrator and its successful outcome of  maintaining patency 
is that it forbids unnecessary tests like CT-Scan as a follow-
up assessment method and recommended clinical method 
for evaluation and PAP smear can be easily performed.

Guidelines for Vaginal Dilation: Routine vaginal dilation is 
advocated by 97% of  UK radiotherapy centers. Surveys show 
that vaginal dilation with radiotherapy is standard British 
practice16 and the UK guidelines recommended dilation 
“three times weekly for an indefinite period”.17 Australian 
guidelines recommend dilation after brachytherapy “as 
soon as comfortably possible” and “certainly within four 
weeks” and “for three years or indefinitely, if  possible” 
(Best Clinical Practice Guidelines 2009)18 USA practice 
guidelines by International Gynecological Cancer Society 
(IGCS). This recommended routine regular vaginal dilation 
after the inflammatory phase of  radiotherapy had settled 
for two years, or at the clinician’s discretion (Miles 2012).19

There are recommended guidelines from different countries 
for vaginal dilation but in India due to cultural and religious 
beliefs this is the last thing we want to talk about. There is 
a study by Shankar et al.,8 who have reported that among 
women surviving after gynecological malignancies sexual 
dysfunction is morbidity unexplored in the Indian context 
because of  cultural barriers. Despite the immense distress 
it causes in patients, sexual dysfunction is neither screened 
nor treated in the Indian scenario. Research has shown that 
up to 50% of  women treated for cervix cancers have sexual 
dysfunction as they recover and become cancer survivors.

Symptoms related to sexual dysfunctions are often missed by 
oncologists during and post cancer treatment as patients in 
India are still not comfortable in talking about their sexual life.

Patient education, repeated counseling of  both patient and 
her partner, pelvic muscle physiotherapy are some of  the 
important aspects of  sexual dysfunction management in post 
radiotherapy patients. According to a survey of  500 adults 
over the age of  25, the most common reasons for not bringing 
up sexual issues were fear of  the concern being dismissed 
(71%), fear that the physician would be uncomfortable (68%), 
and fear of  a lack of  treatment options (76%).20

CONCLUSION

Cancer survivorship is a neglected domain in cancer 
management. Psychosexual adjustment after treatment 
completion is an imperative need. In this study, vaginal 
vibrator showed promising results in improving sexuality 
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as well as maintain the patency of  vagina for clinical 
assessment in patients who faces difficulties with vaginal 
dilators; however, this unorthodox treatment option needs 
further evaluation. Some consolidated data is required to 
include this option as part of  management but we believe 
this study is a good start.
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